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Abstract
Induction variable detection is usually closely tied to
the strength reduction optimization. This paper studies induction variable analysis from a di erent perspective, that of nding induction variables for data dependence analysis. While classical induction variable analysis techniques have been used successfully up to now,
we have found a simple algorithm based on the the
Static Single Assignment form of a program that nds
all linear induction variables in a loop. Moreover, this
algorithm is easily extended to nd induction variables
in multiple nested loops, to nd nonlinear induction
variables, and to classify other integer scalar assignments in loops, such as monotonic, periodic and wraparound variables. Some of these other variables are
now classi ed using ad hoc pattern recognition, while
others are not analyzed by current compilers. Giving a
uni ed approach improves the speed of compilers and
allows a more general classi cation scheme. We also
show how to use these variables in data dependence
testing.

1 Introduction
In classical compiler analysis, induction variable recognition is inextricably linked to the strength reduction
transformation; in fact, the two terms are sometimes
used interchangeably. The most common candidates
for strength reduction (and therefore the most important induction variable candidates) are array address
calculations in inner loops.
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Nowadays, many compilers now include advanced
loop transformations (such as loop distribution and
loop interchanging). These transformations have been
proven to be useful (and are commercially used) for
a wide variety of systems, ranging from high performance vector multiprocessor supercomputers down to
uniprocessor workstations, where the transformations
improve the cache utilization. These transformations
require analysis of array subscripts to determine the
data dependence relations in loops. Current methods
to test and characterize data dependence relations for
subscripted array references require the subscript expressions to be a linear combination of induction variables in the enclosing loops.
The long history of research into data dependence
testing has found that many variables used in subscript expressions are not induction variables, but can
be characterized as one of several special cases. Current
compilers classify these variables using ad hoc pattern
recognition algorithms. Many compilers do not include
these recognition algorithms at all, ignoring potential
optimization opportunities.
This paper gives a simple algorithm for nding linear induction expressions in nested loops. The strength
of the algorithm is that it is fast and that it will also
characterize other scalar integer variables in the loops,
such as






wrap-around variables,
ip- op variables,
families of periodic variables,
non-linear induction variables (polynomial and geometric), and
 monotonically increasing or decreasing variables.
Finally, we look at how to apply dependence tests for
these new cases. Our algorithm is based on the Static
Single Assignment form of the program.

2 Induction Variables and
Static Single Assignment
An induction variable is typically de ned in compiler
texts as a variable whose value is systematically incremented or decremented by a constant value in a loop
[ASU86, FL88]. This is sometimes broken into basic
induction variables, i.e. variables which appear only in
statements of the form:
L1:

i = i0
loop
.
.
.
i = i + k
.
.
.
endloop

where k is a constant or loop invariant, and other induction variables, which are linear combinations of known
induction variables. Many programming languages include a loop construct with an index variable that is
de ned to be an induction variable. One of the early
improvements in induction variable analysis was to extend the de nition of basic induction variables to the
maximal set of variables which are assigned by simple
expressions of the form:
i = j



k

where j and k are invariants or induction variables
(note j may be zero) [CK77, ACK81]. This allows
mutually-de ned induction variables, such as:
L2:

j = n
loop
.
.
.
i = j + c
.
.
.
j = i + k
.
.
.
endloop

where c and k are invariants in the loop.
With each induction variable a compiler associates
its initial value and its increment, or step. We represent
this by a tuple hl; i; si, where l is the name of the loop, i
is the initial value (represented symbolically if it cannot
be determined) and s is the step. The examples here
will number the loops; thus in the rst example, i is
a basic induction variable which can be described as
hL1; i0 + k; ki.
In nested loops, an induction variable in the inner
loop may have an initial value or step that varies in
the outer loop; they may even be induction variables
in the outer loop:

L3:

L4:

i = 0
loop
i = i + 1
j = i
loop
j = j + i
endloop
endloop

Here, i is an induction variable hL3; 1; 1i, while j is an
induction variable hL4; i+i; ii; even though the step of
j varies in the outer loop, it is still a linear induction
variable in the inner loop.
We de ne a multiloop induction variable as an induction variable in an inner loop with a step that is
invariant in the outer loop, and an initial value that is
an induction variable in the outer loop:
L5:

L6:

i = 0
loop
i = i + 2
j = i
loop
j = j + 1
endloop
endloop

Here, i=hL5; 2; 2i, while j=hL6; i + 1; 1i. We will represent such multiloop induction variables with nested
tuples, so that j=hL6; hL5; 3; 2i; 1i.

2.1 The Static Single Assignment Form

Since the algorithm presented here is based on the
Static Single Assignment (SSA) form, we brie y cover
the main ideas behind SSA and show a quick example; readers familiar with Static Single Assignment can
skip to the next section.
The
SSA form of a program can be considered as a sparse
representation of use-def chains. The algorithms to
convert a sequential program into SSA form are based
upon the Control Flow Graph (CFG), which is a graph
G = hV; E; Entry; Exiti, where V is a set of nodes representing basic blocks in the program, E is a set of
edges representing sequential control ow in the program and Entry and Exit are distinguished nodes representing the unique entry point into the program and
the unique exit from the program respectively.
After a program has been converted into its SSA
form, it has two key properties:
1. Every use of any variable in the program has exactly one reaching de nition, and
2. at con uence points in the CFG, merge functions
called -functions are introduced. A -function for
a variable merges the values of the variable from
distinct incoming control ow paths, and it has
one argument for each control ow predecessor.

(a)

L7:

(b)

j = n
loop

i = j + c
j = i + k
endloop

I1

j1 = n 1
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endloop
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= hL70 ; n1 ; c1 + k1 i
= hL70 ; n1 + c1; c1 + k1i
= hL70 ; n1 + c1 + k1; c1 + k1i

Figure 1: Example loop with SSA form.
The two key algorithms used to convert a program into
SSA form are the placement of -functions to satisfy the
second property, and the renaming of variables to satisfy the rst property. Intuitively, a -function for variable X is placed at the rst CFG vertex v where two distinct de nitions of X reach; the -function itself counts
as a new de nition of X, and so the algorithm iterates.
Once -functions are inserted, each variable generation
is renamed to a unique name (here represented by subscripted names), and each use of a variable is replaced
by the unique reaching SSA de nition; -function arguments are renamed to the SSA name that reaches the
corresponding control ow edge. The reader is encouraged to read the SSA paper [CFR+ 91] for more details
on these algorithms, and [AWZ88, RWZ88, WZ91] for
details on applications of the SSA form. An example
of a loop with its SSA form is given in Figure 1; the
SSA names that correspond to induction variables are
shown.

3 The SSA Graph
As with previous related work, we assume the program is represented by a CFG, as explained earlier.
Moreover, we assume that each basic block is represented by a linked list of tuples of the form
hop; left; right; ssalinki
where op is the operation code, left and right are the
two operands, and ssalink is used only for loads (and
indexed stores, which are not discussed here) to indicate the single reaching SSA name for this variable.
The operators available include those given in the table
in Figure 2. Load and store operations have additional
arguments describing the variable for which they apply.

LD
AD

J3 ST

AD
SB
MP
DV
EX
NG
PH
LD
ST
LT

addition
subtraction
multiplication
division
exponentiation
negate
-function
load
store
literal

Figure 2: SSA graph for example program.
Indexed loads and stores are denoted by the presence
of subscripts; since we are concerned only with scalars
here, we will not elaborate.
The algorithm to analyze the program uses a graphical abstraction called the SSA graph. When analyzing
a loop, the vertices in SSA graph are the tuples representing operations within that loop. The edges go from
each tuple to the left and right operands as well as (for
loads) to the ssalink. The SSA graph for the loop in
Figure 1 is given in Figure 2. Note that the edges go
from the operators to the source operands. Edges from
the LD vertices correspond to the ssalink eld.

3.1 Basic Linear Induction Variables
Our algorithm to nd the induction variables is based
on Tarjan's well-known algorithm to nd strongly connected regions (SCRs) in directed graphs [Tar72]. The
primary observation is that each basic linear induction
variable will belong to a nontrivial SCR in the SSA
graph. Each such SCR in the SSA graph must include a loop-header -function, since all values cycling
around the loop must pass through a -function. The
advantage to using Tarjan's algorithm is that when it
identi es an SCR in the graph, it will have visited all
the successors of the SCR; because of the way the edges

are directed in our graph, when an SCR is identi ed,
all the source operands reaching the SCR will already
have been visited and identi ed. Our modi cations to
Tarjan's algorithm are to classify each SCR as an induction variable (or something else) at the time the
SCR is identi ed; this information will then be immediately available for other SCRs which use the value of
any operator in this SCR.
A simple method to identify an SCR in the SSA
graph as a family of basic linear induction variables
is to require that it satisfy the following simple constraints:

 The SCR contains only one -function (at the

(a)

L8:

i = 1
loop
if

endloop
i2
i3
i4
i5

 The SCR contains only addition and subtraction
operators, and the right operand of the subtraction
is not part of the SCR (no i=n-i assignments).

is loop invariant.

 Any loads and stores are to unsubscripted vari-

ables (i.e. load/store addresses are loop invariant).

There is one strongly connected region in the graph in
Figure 2 which satis es all these constraints, thus we
know that it de nes a family of basic linear induction
variables. The step for all variables in the familyis computed as the cumulative e ect of all the increment and
decrements in the SCR. The rst member of the family
is the left hand side of the -function; the initial value
of this linear induction variable is the \other" argument
to the -function, the reaching SSA name from outside
the loop. Thus we can describe the linear induction
variable j2 as hL70 ; j1 ; c1 + k1 i. The other members of
the family di er only by a constant in the initial value.
Often the initial value coming in from outside the loop
can be evaluated and substituted, using an algorithm
such as constant propagation [WZ91].
Actually, the rules for basic linear induction variables
can be relaxed a bit. As long as the variable is incremented by the same amount on each path through the
loop, the compiler can classify it as an induction variable. An example is shown in Figure 3. The only operators in the strongly connected region in the SSA graph
are addition and -functions and the only values added
are loop invariants. Starting with the loop-header function, the compiler can determine the o set of each
SSA variable from the value of the rst -function for
that iteration. As long as each -function within the
loop (e.g., at endif statements) has the same o set for
all arguments, the SCR de nes a family of basic linear
induction variables.

exp

then
i = i+2
else
i = i+2
endif

header of the loop).

 The other operand of each addition or subtraction

(b)
i1 = 1
L8': loop
i2 =
i1 i5
if exp then
i3 = i2 +2
else
i4 = i2 +2
endif
i5 =
i3 i4
endloop

( ; )

( ; )

= hL8; 1; 2i
= hL8; 3; 2i
= hL8; 3; 2i
= hL8; 3; 2i

Figure 3: Example loop with SSA form.

4 Beyond Induction Variables
4.1 Wrap-Around Variables

After examining many user programs to nd how to
improve their compilers, vendors and researchers found
some particular patterns that appeared often enough to
warrant special recognition and handling in a compiler.
One of these is called a wrap-around variable [PW86],
such as im1 below:
L9:

im1 = n
for i = 1 to n loop
A(i) = A(im1) +
im1 = i
endloop

:::

In all iterations but the rst, the value of im1 is equal
to i-1; in the rst iteration, however, im1 has some
other value, usually the index of the last element of
the array A. Typically, im1 is used to wrap the array
A around a cylinder, hence the name. The standard
compiler trick, once a wrap-around variable is found, is
to peel o the rst iteration of the loop and replace the
wrap-around variable with the appropriate induction
variable. Typically, wrap-around variables are found
with a separate pattern matching analysis of the loops,
following induction variable analysis.
In the SSA graph, a wrap-around variable is possible
when a loop-header -function appears in a strongly
connected region by itself. If the SSA name carried
around the loop is an induction variable of some type,
then the loop-header value is a rst-order wrap-around
value; that is, in all but the rst iteration, its value

i = 1
L10: loop

k = j
j = i
i = i + 1
endloop

i1 = 1
L10':loop
k2 =
k1
j2 =
j1
i2 =
i1
k3 = j2
j3 = i2
i3 = i2 +
endloop

L13: loop

( ; k3 )
( ; j3 )
( ; i3 )
1

Figure 4: Wrap-around variable in SSA form.
will be an induction variable in the loop. This is the
case with j2 in Figure 4; as we will see in the next
section, this will then de ne k3 as a rst-order wrap
around variable. Wrap-around variables can be cascaded; any loop-header -function with one argument
corresponding to a n-th order wrap-around variable is
itself an (n + 1)-th order wrap-around variable. Thus,
k2 is a second-order wrap-around variable. In general,
any of the other known classes of variables described
below could also be \wrapped around" the loop, meaning that the variable will have that property only after some xed number of iterations around the loop.
A wrap-around variable would then be identi ed by
its order and the class of the variable that is wrapped
around the loop.
If the initial value for the wrap-around variable ts
the induction sequence, it may be more precisely identi ed as an induction variable. For instance, if the
initial value of j1 in loop L10 above had been 0, then
j2 could have been identi ed as the induction variable
hL10; 0; 1i.

4.2 Flip-Flop and Periodic Variables

A method used in some relaxation codes is the generation of \new" values for a matrix from the \old" values;
one common way to program this is to add a dimension to the matrix with size 2, then to use A(1,*,*)
as the \old" values and generate the new values into
A(2,*,*). For the next iteration of the relaxation, the
program ips the de nition of \old" and \new". Two
programming constructs are typically used to implement this. The rst switches the values of the two
variables:
j = 1
jold = 2
L11: for iter = 1 to n loop

   relaxation code   

jtemp = jold
jold = j
j = jtemp
endloop

t = j
j = k
k = l
l = t
endloop

L13':loop
t2 =
j2 =
k2 =
l2 =
t3 =
j3 =
k3 =
l3 =
endloop

(t1 ; t3 )
(j1 ; j3 )
(k1 ; k3 )
(l1 ; l3 )
j2
k2
l2
t3

Figure 5: Example periodic variable in SSA form.
Another method takes advantage of the equality
jold=3-j to compute the new values of jold and j:
j = 1
jold = 2
L12: for iter = 1 to n loop

   relaxation code   

j = 3-j
jold = 3-jold
endloop

Methods have been proposed to recognize the latter
form of ip- op variable, but are not typically implemented in commercial products. In either case, it is
extremely important and useful for the compiler to realize that for any xed value of iter, j and jold have
di erent values, though it may not know what those
values are.
A generalization of ip- op variables is a tuple of
variables whose values are rotated around the tuple,
as around a ring; see Figure 5. Here, we see the tuple
hj; k; li which comprises a set of periodic variables with
period 3. Again, it is useful to know that for any given
iteration, no two of these variables will have the same
value (assuming the initial values of these variables are
distinct). Flip- op variables as shown in loop L11 are
then immediately recognized as periodic variables with
period 2.
In the SSA graph, when a strongly connected region
contains more than one loop-header -function and has
no arithmetic and no other -functions, then it corresponds to a family of periodic variables. The period is
equal to the number of loop-header -functions in the
SCR. In the example in Figure 5, this number is three;
note that t2 does not appear in the strongly connected
region with the other variables. It is important to note
that the compiler will need to determine that the initial
values for the periodic variables are distinct in order to
take advantage of the periodicity for data dependence
testing; these initial values are easily found from the
\other" arguments to the loop-header -functions in
the SCR.

4.3 Non-Linear Induction Variables

The classical de nition of an induction variable is that
it follows a linear sequence of values. With little additional e ort, we can also nd polynomial and geometric series. In the program below the various induction
variables are given in the table on the right:
j = 1
k = 1
l = 1
L14: for i = 1 to n loop
j = j + i
k = k + j + 1
l = l * 2 + 1
endloop

variable sequence
closed form
i
1; 2; 3; 4;: :: i = hL14; 1; 1i
j
2; 4; 7; 11;: :: (h2 + 3h + 4)=2
k
4; 9; 17; 29;:: : (h3 + 6h2 + 23h + 24)=6
l
3; 7; 15; 31;:: : 2h+2 ? 1
where h is a basic loop counter that starts at zero
(h = hL14; 0; 1i). Incrementing a variable by a polynomial induction variable produces an induction variable
of the next higher order. In general, nding the closed
form for polynomial and geometric induction variables
is simpli ed since (a) the nonzero coecients can always be identi ed by the compiler, and (b) the coefcients will always be rational. We use simple matrix
inversion with rational arithmetic to nd the coecients, as shown below. Finding polynomial induction
variables for strength reduction may not be so interesting, since the operation is already only addition. From
the point of view of data dependence, there are currently few dependence testing algorithms that can take
advantage of this additional knowledge. We will revisit
this point brie y in a later section. It is interesting to
note that the second form of ip- op variable described
above can be recognized as a geometric induction variable with base ?1; in loop L12 at iteration
i, the value
P
assigned to variable j is ?1i + 3  ik?=01 ?1k .
In the SSA graph, when Tarjan's algorithm has
found a strongly connected region that fails one of
the conditions of a linear induction variable, the SCR
can be analyzed to see if it is an identi able nonlinear induction variable. In all cases analyzed here,
the SCR must include a single -function at the loop
header. The key is to classify the cumulative e ect of
all the operations in the SCR on the value reaching
the loop-header -function relative to the value of that
-function in the previous iteration.
 If the e ect is to increment the loop-header value
by a linear induction variable, the SCR is a family
of polynomial induction variables of second order.
 If the e ect is to increment the value by a polynomial induction variable of order n, this SCR is a

family of polynomial induction variables of order
n + 1.
 If the cumulative e ect is to multiply the loopheader value by a known integer, the SCR corresponds to a family of geometric induction variables.
 If the cumulative e ect is to subtract the loopheader value from a loop invariant, the SCR corresponds to a ip- op variable, equivalent to a periodic variable of period two.
This could be taken to extreme, such as recognizing
that multiplying by a linear induction variable generates a factorial sequence. A polynomial induction variable can be represented in the compiler by extending
the linear induction variable tuple to include the coecients of each power of the basic loop counter; thus we
write hl; i; s1 ; s2; : : :; sm i represents an induction variable for loop l whose value on the rstPiteration
is i,
m s hk , or
and whose valuePon
iteration
h
is
i
+
k
k
=1
letting s0 = i, mk=0 sk hk . A compiler can nd the
coecients sk by matrix inversion. The number of unknowns (the values of sk ) is equal to m+1, where m is
the order of the polynomial; since m can be determined
by the compiler, the number of unknowns is xed. By
inverting the matrix of elements
aij = ij ; 0  i  m; 0  j  m
and multiplying the inverse by the computed (perhaps
symbolic) rst k values of the induction variable, the
coecients can be found. Since the entries of the matrix aij are all integer, the inverse will have only rational entries. For instance, in loop L14 above, since
k is a third-order polynomial induction variable, the
corresponding matrix is:
3
2
1 0 0 0
7
6
A = 64 11 21 41 81 75
1 3 9 27
The inverse of this matrix is:
2
3
6
0 0 0
6
18 ?9 2 77
A?1 = 61 64 ?116 ?15
12 ?3 5
?1 3 ?3 1
which, when multiplied by the computed rst four values of k gives the coecients of the closed form of the
induction variable:




A?1 4 9 17 29 T = 4 236 1 16 T
A geometric induction variable has both geometric
and polynomial terms; we represent this by the polynomial coecients followed by the coecients of each

exponential term. We write

hhl; s0 ; s1; : : :; sm i; gp; gp+1 ; : : :; gq i
to represent the induction variable for loop l with initial
value s0 , and whose value on iteration h is
m
X
k=0

sk hk +

q
X
k=p

gk kh

A matrix inversion technique to nd the coecients
also applies. A basic geometric induction variable will
have only a single exponential term (though it may
have any number of polynomialterms); if the geometric
base is g, the matrix to be inverted is:

j
+ 1; 0  j  m
aij = igi;; 00  ii  m
m + 1; j = m + 1
Suppose we had an assignment in loop L14 above of the
form m=3*m+2*i+1 (with initial value m=0); the geometric base of this induction variable is 3, while the polynomial part would seem to have a quadratic term (since
a linear induction variable is being added). Thus, the
matrix to be inverted is:
2
3
1 0 0 1
6 1 1 1
3 77
6
4 1 2 4
95
1 3 9 27
The inverted matrix, multiplied by the rst four computed values, is:
3
3
2
32
2
?3
3
9 ?3 3 ?1
1 66 ?12 16 ?4 0 77 66 14 77 = 66 ?1 77
8 4 6 ?14 10 ?2 5 4 49 5 4 0 5
6
156
?1 3 ?3 1
Thus, m can be described by m = 6  3h ? h ? 3 (note
there is no quadratic term after all).

4.4 Monotonic Variables

Variables that are conditionally incremented or decremented can not generally be recognized as induction
variables. However, they often do exhibit useful properties. A common pattern is to increment a variable
conditionally, for instance, to pack certain values from
one vector to another:
k = 0
L15: for i = 1 to n loop
if A(i) > 0 then
k = k + 1
B(k) = A(i)
endif
endloop

L16: loop
if

exp

then
k = k+1
else
k = k+2
endif
endloop

L16':loop
k2 =
k1 k5
if exp then
k3 = k2 +1
else
k4 = k2 +2
endif
k5 =
k3 k4
endloop

( ; )

( ; )

Figure 6: Example monotonic variable in SSA form.

Some compilers recognize this whole pattern as a pack
operation, as might be converted into the Fortran-90
PACK intrinsic function. Our approach is to realize
that within the range of the conditional, k will never
have the same value for two di erent iterations of the
loop. Moreover, even outside the range of the conditional, the compiler can determine that the value of
k will never decrease for subsequent iterations; we say
that k is monotonically increasing.
Sometimes our approach can discover stronger relations. If the variable is incremented for each iteration,
even though it is not always incremented by the same
value, we can say that the variable is monotonically
strictly increasing, as in Figure 6. Even though we
have no way to determine a closed form for k here, we
will see that this information can be used e ectively in
dependence analysis.
In the SSA graph, a monotonic variable appears as
a strongly connected region that contains -functions
other than at the loop-header, perhaps at an endif, as
in Figure 6. Since the arguments to the -function at
the endif assigning k5 have have di erent o sets from
the loop-entry value k2 , namely k2 + 1 and k2 + 2, the
SCR does not correspond to a family of induction variables. Nonetheless, it is easy to realize that regardless
of the path through the loop, the value of k is always
monotonically increasing. Regardless of the operations
in the SCR, if the compiler can determine that the
values being merged at a -function are always larger
than the loop-header value, it can classify all variables
in the SCR as monotonic. Multiply operations can also
be allowed, such as 2*i+1 as long as the initial value of
i is known. If the value of a monotonic variable is always changed in the loop, then it can be called strictly
monotonic. We will see how this distinction is used in
dependence testing.

5 Other Concerns

5.1 Non-Basic Induction Variables

Basic induction variables (linear and nonlinear) and
monotonic and periodic variables arise from nontrivial
strongly connected regions (cycles) in the SSA graph.
Variables which are functions of these variables must
also be classi ed. To reiterate, one of the advantages
of using Tarjan's algorithm is that when it comes time
to classify a non-basic variable, all its arguments will
have been already visited and classi ed. The result of
each type of operation depends on how its operands
have been classi ed.
The rules for classifying some operators are simple.
For a load instruction, if the address is not invariant
(such as indexed arrays, or computed pointer dereferencing) the type is unknown; if the address is invariant,
and the ssalink of the load comes from outside the loop,
the load is classi ed as invariant; otherwise, the load
takes the classi cation of the ssalink. A store always
takes the classi cation of the value being stored. A
literal is always invariant.
The classi cation of arithmetic operators can be
much more complex. The simple cases, adding or multiplying an invariant to an induction variable, etc., are
easily handled. A generalized induction variable added
to another induction variable will always be an induction variable, but multiplication may not be. For instance, multiplying (2i + 1) by (3i ? 5) results in the
geometric induction variable (6i + 3i ? 5  2i ? 5), but
multiplying (2i +i) by (3i ? 2i) results in the expression
(6i + i3i ? i2i+1 ? 2i2 ), which does not match the form
of a generalized induction variable; it may, however, be
classi ed as monotonic. In general the compiler needs
an algebra of types and operators; space prevents a
complete table of the algebra here, but the reader can
come up with obvious examples (adding wrap around
variables to get another wrap around variable, adding
a monotonic variable to an induction variable to get
another monotonic variable, etc.).

5.2 Trip Counts

The trip count of a loop can often be determined by
nding the sequence of values used for the exit condition. If there is a single loop exit and the condition
is an integer comparison, the compiler can convert the
comparison into the form:
if(

left  right

) exit the loop

using the table below. If the loop conditional expression is as given on the left and the true branch exits the
loop, it can be converted to the expression in the middle column (where we use rules of integer arithmetic
to convert  to <); if the false branch exits the loop,
then the condition must rst be negated, so we get the

expression in the right column below:
condition exit
stay in
a<b
a b?1 b  a
ab
ab
b  a?1
a>b
b a?1 a  b
ab
ba
a  b?1
The compiler can treat the comparison as a subtraction, and try to classify it as a linear induction sequence
hL; i; si. The trip count of the loop (that is, the number of times the loop exit condition chooses to stay in
the loop) can be computed as
tripcount =

8
<
:

0
if i  0
di=(?s)e if i > 0 and s < 0
1
if i > 0 and s  0

If the trip count can be found, the loop is called a

countable loop. This is necessary below for handling

multi-level induction variables. When a loop has multiple exits, the compiler may not be able to determine
the exact number of iterations, but it may be able to
nd a maximum trip count; this information is useful
for dependence testing, to place bounds on the solution
space.
Note that some code in the loop above the exit test
may have been executed even if the trip count is zero; in
general, if the trip count is tc, some code above the exit
test will have been executed tc+1 times while code below the exit test can have only been executed tc times.
In single exit loops (where this is important), any unconditional code in the loop that is not dominated by
the exit test will be executed one more iteration than
unconditional code below the exit.

5.3 Nested Induction Variables

When dealing with nested loops, induction variable
recognition proceeds from the inner loops outward.
While processing any loop, any SSA links to code outside the loop are treated as loop invariant (for the
purposes of Tarjan's algorithm and induction variable
classi cation); these links may be chased down to nd
constant values. When an inner loop is classi ed as a
countable loop, the cumulative e ect of the execution
of the loop on all induction variables in the loop can
be expressed in closed form. Given a trip count tc, an
induction variable hL; i; si will end up with the value
i + tc  s, if all the increments are below the exit condition. By our de nition of trip count, however, some
induction variable increments may have been above the
loop exit; the correct general formula is i+tcs+searly ,
where searly is the cumulative e ect of any increment
statements that can happen before the loop exits.
When the inner loop is processed, the compiler can
construct an exit value for the induction variables, as

k1 = 0
L17: loop
k2 =
k1 k5
i1 = 1
L18:
loop
k3 =
k2 k4
i2 =
i1 i3
k4 = k3 + 2
if i2 > 100 exit
i3 = i2 + 1
endloop
k5 = k4 + 2
endloop

( ; )

( ; )
( ; )

Figure 7: Nested induction variables.
shown in Figures 7 and 8. This value can be assigned
to a new variable, and all references outside this inner
loop to the exit value are changed to refer to the new
variable. In this example, the induction variables for
the inner loop are:
k3 = hL18; k2; 2i
k4 = hL18; k2 + 2; 2i
i2 = hL18; 1; 1i
i3 = hL18; 2; 1i
where i1 is resolved to its constant value. The exit condition is converted to 100  i2 ? 1, which is treated as
the induction expression 100 ? (i2 ? 1) or hL18; 100; ?1i;
thus the trip count is 100. To compute the exit value
of the induction variables k and i, the compiler notices
that the k4 statement preceeds the exit condition, so
its increment value must be counted one extra time,
and the k6 and i4 statements are added.
Now the induction variables for the outer loop can be
found; if there are any remaining SSA links to variables
in inner loops, these must correspond to non-induction
variables or induction variables for which the exit value
is unknown; in either case, the value can be treated as
an unknown without tracing further. In this example,
the outer loop has the induction variables:
k2 = hL17; 0; 204i
k6 = hL17; 202; 204i
k5 = hL17; 204; 204i
When the outer loops have all been processed, an outerto-inner loop traversal can replace any outer loop induction variable expressions in inner loop induction
variable initial values, if desired, changing k3 and k4
to:

k1 = 0
L17':loop
k2 =
k1 k5
i1 = 1
L18':
loop
k3 =
k2 k4
i2 =
i1 i3
k4 = k3 + 2
if i2 > 100 exit
i3 = i2 + 1
endloop
k6 = k2 + 101*2
i4 = i1 + 100*1
k5 = k6 + 2
endloop

( ; )

( ; )
( ; )

Figure 8: After processing inner loop induction variables.
j1 = 0
L19: for i = 1 to n loop
j2 =
j1 j4
j3 = j2 + 1
L20:
for k = 1 to i loop
j4 =
j3 j5
j5 = j4 + 1
endloop
endloop

( ; )

( ; )

Figure 9: Generalized induction variable from triangular inner loop.

k3 = hL18; hL17; 0; 204i;2i
k4 = hL18; hL17; 2; 204i;2i
It is interesting to note that the case of generalized
induction variables found to be so dicult in [EHLP92]
is simple in this framework. Their given example has a
doubly nested loop where the inner loop is triangular,
that is, its upper limit depends on the outer loop index
variable, as in Figure 9. Our method will process the
inner loop, recognizing j4 and j5 as linear induction
variables in that loop, with the trip count of that loop
equal to a variable computed in the outer loop. The
exit value of j will be computed as j6 = j3 + i  1,
and j4 will be replaced by j6 in the assignment to j2.
When processing the outer loop, i will be recognized
as a linear induction variable, while j2 , j3 and j6 will be
recognized as a family of quadratic induction variables:

k1 = 0
L15':for i = 1 to n loop
k2 =
k1 k4
F(k2) = A(i)
if A(i) > 0 then
C(k2 ) = D(i)
k3 = k2 + 1
B(k3 ) = A(i)
E(i) = B(k3)
endif
k4 =
k3 k2
G(i) = F(k4 )
endloop

( ; )

( ; )

Figure 10: Mixed monotonic and strictly monotonic
variable
j2 = hL19; 0; 23 ; 21 i
j3 = hL19; 1; 32 ; 21 i
j6 = hL19; 2; 52 ; 21 i

When the value for j3 is substituted into the induction representations for the inner loop, we get:
j4 = hL20; hL19; 1; 23 ; 21 i; 1i
j5 = hL20; hL19; 2; 23 ; 21 i; 1i

5.4 Loop Exit and Conditional Gates

When processing nested induction variables, our algorithm inserted a new assignment to a new SSA name
(e.g. k6 in Figure 8). Proper engineering can make
this a low-cost insertion, but it would have been nice if
there had already been an SSA name to distinguish the
value of the variable upon loop exit. The loop exit 
gating function used in the Program Dependence Web
[BMO90] serves exactly this purpose. While we don't
feel we need all the generality of the PDW, we are investigating adding some of its elements to the factored
use-def chains used in our compiler internal representation.
In one other place the SSA representation is less precise than we would like. The SSA form of the monotonic variable in loop L15 (where we add a few more
uses of k is shown in Figure 10. In this example, the
compiler can easily nd the SCR in the SSA graph, including the assignments to fk2; k3; k4g. The loop entry

value is k2 , and the -function for k4 has two di erent
o sets, k2 and k2 + 1; thus this is not a linear induction variable. However, all variables in the SCR are
monotonically increasing. Even stronger, we can say
that k3 is monotonically strictly increasing, since if the
k3 assignment occurs more than once, it must assign a
larger value each time. Thus, the dependence due to
the assignment and reuse of array B will have dependence direction (=) (see discussion in the next section);
on the other hand, since k2 and k4 are only monotonic,
the ow dependence due to array F has dependence
direction () (and there is an anti-dependence with
direction (<)). However, we would also like to notice
and take advantage of the fact that within the body of
the conditional statement (e.g. at the assignment to
array C), k2 also must be strictly monotonic. One way
to detect this would be to notice that any uses of k2
in this region are post-dominated by the strictly monotonic assignment. Another way would be to again use
elements of the Program Dependence Web, in this case
to add a switch at the conditional; this would essentially give a unique name for each value entering a new
control region.

6 Use in Dependence Testing
The driving force for classifying the variables in loops
as shown in this paper is to improve the generality
of dependence testing in loops, generating more precise dependence graphs and allowing more aggressive
optimizations. Dependence testing for linear induction variables is generally well-covered in the literature [AK87, BCKT79, GKT91, MHL91]. Banerjee
presents some algorithms for handling polynomial induction variables in his MS thesis [Ban76]. After a brief
review, we focus on dependence with wrap-around variables, monotonic variables and periodic variables.
The algorithm used to classify variables will actually
classify each subexpression as one of the generalized
variable types. Thus, each subscript expression will
be classi ed as an induction expression, monotonic expression, etc. Dependence testing in such a system
involves constructing a dependence equation from the
expressions. For instance, in the program:
i = 0
j = 3
L21: loop
i = i + 1
A(i) = A(j-1)
j = j + 2
endloop

the left hand side subscript will be classi ed as the
linear induction expression hL21; 1; 1i, while the right
hand subscript will be classi ed as hL21; 2; 2i. From

this, the compiler can immediately read o the coecients to get the dependence equation:
1i0 + 1 = 2i00 + 2
The dependence decision algorithm will determine
whether there are integer values of the free variables
i0 ; i00 that solve the dependence equation and lie within
the loop limits. Often, dependence distance or direction information can be found, determining that the
solution only occurs when (for instance) i00 ? i0 = 1 or
i0 < i00 [WB87]. This information is critical to many
optimization algorithms.
In the case where one of the expressions has the
wrap-around attribute, the same dependence equation
can be constructed and solved, but the dependence relation should be agged as holding only after k iterations, the order of the wrap-around variable. This
allows the compiler to decide whether the loop can be
optimized before going through the headache of peeling
o the rst k iterations of the loop.
If the subscript expressions are members of the same
periodic variable family, such as:

2m0 = 2m00
the dependence solver will nd that there is dependence
only when m0 = m00 . Now the compiler needs to translate this into direction information for the loop; since
m is monotonic, mh = mh can occur when h0 = h00
or when h0 < h00 (since m may not be incremented every iteration). Similar cases hold for strictly monotonic
and monotonic decreasing variables.
0

00

6.1 Loop Normalization

Loop normalization is a linear transformation on the
index set of a for loop to change the sequence of values
of the loop variable to start at zero (or one) with a step
of one; thus the loop:
for i = 2 to 11 by 3 loop
A(i)





will be changed to:
for i = 0 to (11-2)/3 loop
A(i*3+2)

j = 1
k = 2
l = 3
L22: loop
A(2*j) = A(2*k)
temp = j
j = k
k = l
l = temp
endloop



the dependence equation should be constructed in
terms of j and k:
2j = 2k
The dependence solvers determine whether there are
integer values of j and k such that the dependence
equation has a solution, and may determine distance
or direction information in terms of j and k. What we
need is to translate that distance or direction information into the appropriate information in terms of the
loop iteration numbers. Suppose, as in this case, the
decision algorithm determines that there is a solution
when j = k. Let jh refer to the value of j during iteration h. Because of the periodic nature of the variables,
the compiler also knows that jh = kh only when
h0 6= h00. Thus, the = direction for the dependence
equation translates into a 6= direction for the dependence relation; this is exactly the information needed
to optimize the relaxation codes described earlier.
For monotonic variables, a similar situation occurs.
The dependence equation is constructed in terms of the
monotonic variables; if m is monotonic increasing, and
0

the dependence equation is

00



This transformation was initially designed to simplify
the formulation of data dependence testing algorithms
[BCKT79]. Since normalization always puts the loop
lower limits into subscript expressions, it can complicate life for simple dependence analyzers when the
lower limit contains other variables, as shown by the
work on Parafrase [SLY90]. For this reason, and because it can adversely a ect the kinds of transformations allowed in programs (such as loop interchanging),
this author has in the past argued against implementing loop normalization [Wol86]. It is interesting to
note that this formulation of induction variables essentially normalizes all loops. One example used to argue
against normalization is:
L23: for i = 1 to n loop
L24:
for j = i+1 to n loop
A(i,j) = A(i-1,j)

Modern dependence analysis applied to this example
will typically nd a dependence distance vector, with
one distance computed for each nested loop; see the
tons of literature on this subject for further details
[AK87, BCKT79, GKT91, MHL91]. In this case, the
distance vector is (1; 0), meaning distance one in the i
loop and distance zero in the j loop. Normalizing the
inner loop (to a lower limit of one) changes it to:
L23':for i = 1 to n loop
L24':
for j = 1 to n-i loop
A(i,j+i) = A(i-1,j+i)

The computation in the loop hasn't changed, but the
dependence distance vector has; now the distance vector is (1; ?1). While this may seem innocuous, some
important transformations (such as loop interchanging)
are prevented by this case.
In our framework, however, the shape of the loop
iteration space is not part of the induction variable
recognition strategy; in fact, both examples above will
have the same results after induction variable recognition:



L23: for i =
loop
L24:
for j =
loop
A(
,
= A(


hL23; 1; 1i hL24; hL23; 2; 1i;1i)
hL23; 0; 1,hL24; hL23; 2; 1i; 1i)

Intuitively, this strategy implicitly normalizes all induction variables with respect to a simple loop counter
with initial value zero and step one (recall h =
hL14; 0; 1i). One strategy would be to keep the induction expression corresponding to the lower loop limits and factor these into the dependence equations.
More likely, use of this induction variable representation will force compilers to abandon the direction vector dependence representation, which has been criticized by many researchers as too coarse [IT88]. A direction vector encodes the sign of the elements of the
distance vector; while less precise in general, it can be
used e ectively when the distance vector is not constant. It may also force compilers to implement loop
skewing and loop interchanging as a single transformation [Wol86]; this has been formulated in the past as a
linear transformation on the index set [KMW67], and
is currently in vogue as \unimodular transformations"
[WL91, Ban91].

7 Summary and Conclusions
We have shown a fast and simple algorithm for classifying all induction variables in a loop; this algorithm is
linear in the size of the SSA graph, not iterative. The
algorithm is a somewhat obvious application of Tarjan's SCR algorithm on the SSA graph. It has several
advantages, such as nding basic and non-basic induction variables in one pass. While usually used for applying strength reduction, we focus here on induction
variable detection for dependence testing.
More importantly, we use the same algorithm to
classify many di erent types of integer variables in
loops, including polynomial and geometric induction
variables, as well as ip- op, periodic, wrap-around
and monotonic variables. While some of these cases
have been classi ed before, they were done by special
case analysis instead of in a uni ed framework.
We have shown that the classi cation scheme is ecient, and how to use this information in data dependence testing. We have implemented the part of this

algorithm that detects linear induction variables in our
research compiler, and are adding the full algorithm at
this time.
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